
THE FIVE STEPS OF THE WRITING PROCESS

Being conscious of your own writing process is especially helpful when you find yourself struggling with a particularly
tricky piece. Here are five steps towards.

My brother live with me. The girl has a good job. We have a cat black. It is raining out today. Editing is an
extremely detailed process and its best when performed by a professional. Once your book is published,
celebrate your accomplishment knowing you've achieved a remarkable goal. Correct part of speech We
celebrate his birthday last week. The passengers were reading there books. Here are five steps towards
creating or identifying your personal writing process. So why has that blank page been staring back at you for
the past hour? You can hire your own editor or utilized the editing services available through LifeRich
Publishing. You will need the first draft when you are making grammatical revisions as well. Remove: After
making additions to your story, how is your word count now? Would the plot be better served if some of the
events occur in a different order? The feedback is a series of suggestions that you will use to improve your
composition. My sister had the flu, so she went to the doctor. Editing You have overhauled your story. Are
there extra details that should be taken out? Revision Your story can change a great deal during this stage. It
lets you know strengths and weaknesses in your writing. Rearrange: Consider the flow, pacing and sequencing
of your story. Build On Your Idea Two of the most popular methods of fleshing out your idea are free writing
and brainstorming. Call out words and ideas related to the topic. To learn more about the benefits of
publishing with LifeRich, read this article. Identify the best time and location to write and eliminate potential
distractions. Parallel structure Nancy likes swimming, skiing, and to play baseball. We have a black cat. We
celebrated his birthday last week. What are the good parts of the writing? Your own imagination is the only
limit to finding your source of inspiration. The first draft will not be perfect. Joan is wearing a orange blouse.
Wrong word The soldiers rose the flag early yesterday. Capitalization and punctuation My friend worked
every monday in june My friend worked every Monday in June. Being conscious of your own writing process
is especially helpful when you find yourself struggling with a particularly tricky piece. Taking responsibility
for the writing and the correcting of your compositions will be a new experience for most of you. I am writing
this letter to explained what happened. Prewriting identifies everything you need to do before you sit down to
start your rough draft. Is one scene contradicting another? Check for repetition, clarity, grammar, spelling and
punctuation. Word order I gave to Mary the letter.


